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Abstract (en)
[origin: DE19801643A1] To knit a fabric on a flatbed knitter, using a simultaneous feed of two yarns (11,12) of different elasticity, for each stitch to be
knitted at a needle the length to be fed of the yarn (12) with the higher elasticity is computed from the length required of the yarn (11) with the lower
elasticity together with data giving the stretch characteristics of the more elastic yarn (12). The data for the higher stretch yarn (12) characteristics
are used to compute a retarding factor to multiply the length of the less elastic yarn (11) to maintain the feed length of the higher stretch yarn (12).
More higher stretch yarn (12) is delivered when the knitting direction for it is away from the yarn feed (21) than when it is towards the feed. The
measured feed length of the lower stretch yarn (11) is given by a monitor (15). The fed length of the lower stretch yarn (11) is computed from data
generated by a machine control for each stitch size and the number of stitches in the row. The two yarns (11,12) are fed to the knitter by a combined
yarn guide (FF). An Independent claim is included for a flatbed knitter, with a bobbin (13) for the lower stretch yarn (11), and a feed (21) for the
higher stretch yarn (12), and a common yarn guide (FF) for both yarns (11,12). A machine control (19) and computer unit (17) determine the length
to be fed of the yarn (12) with higher elasticity, and control the yarn feed (21) accordingly. The yarn feed (21) unit preferably has two parallel feed
rollers (23), rotating in the same direction, supporting the bobbin (24) wound with the higher stretch yarn (12). The feed (21) has a motor (22)
coupled to the computer and control unit (17). A yarn tensioner (14), for the lower stretch yarn (11), is between its bobbin (13) and the yarn guide
(FF). The monitor (15) to measure the length of the lower stretch yarn (11) is between its bobbin (13) and the yarn guide (FF), and is linked to the
computer and control unit (17). A yarn break sensor (25) monitors the feed of the yarn (12) with the higher elasticity.
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